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Introduction

Structured breaks are used to restore a productive mood. They are used to restore 
diminished tolerance and to provide relief within difficult tasks. They are also used to 
interrupt a sudden or a sustained escalation that has not yet become unsafe. 

Students with emotional challenges have frequent mood shifts and emotional attacks 
over the course of the day. In addition, their tolerance for schoolwork diminishes more 
rapidly than it does for the typical student. Some days it diminishes more quickly than 
other days. They get tired, frustrated, and overwhelmed by how much they have to do; 
they lose their patience and concentration, and then give up and stop working. A 
restorative break can be used to help children who are perseverating on or “stuck” on a 
particular problem and it can be used to cope with rising stress or frustration. 

When people get overwhelmed or when they get into a bad mood, their brains 
subconsciously recruit mood congruent memories (memories that may be helpful 
because they are related to the current situation). Thus, the current situation is distorted 
by mood and implicit memory and this influences perception about what is actually 
happening. 

Shifting mood is not done by solving problems, which is what our instinct tells us to do. 
You may have noticed that people in bad moods don't want to hear about solutions and 
they don't want to talk about their own problems (we call that, being "defensive"). 
Shifting mood is often a matter of finding a way of letting a recent negative experience 
fade more to the background (reducing the impact of recruiting mood congruent 
memories), and preventing it from blowing up larger than it should be. That is the role of 
a restorative break.

Restorative Breaks are used to:
1) restore diminished tolerance for work tasks
2) interrupt the escalating mood/memory/perception loop
3) restore to a more productive and less agitated or stressed state
4) give students a more present focus 
5) motivate students by using a point of relief (the break) as a reward.

A break is a structured, routine-based, close-ended activity that allows the student to 
focus on the given task at hand. A successful break is efficient and effective in that after 
a short period of time a student feels restored and can return to prolonged, productive 
behavior in the classroom. 

Sometimes a restorative break can be conducted in the classroom break area (for mild 
challenges) and other times it is more successful (or absolutely necessary) when it is 
conducted in a separate room designed for breaks (for more moderate to severe 
challenges). A break in another area can be also be more effective when it is 
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determined that students need a change of scene, need to be away from the troubling 
stimulus before any restore is possible.

For more information about the science and the strategy behind restorative breaks see,
http://kevinplummerphd.com/restorative-breaks/.

Different Types of Breaks

Restorative breaks can take the form of brain breaks (or reset breaks, as they have 
been called in earlier literature) and/or movement breaks, or a combination of 
movement and brain break activity, or a settling break. Other breaks (not restorative, but 
sustaining and preventive) include the leisure break and the wait break.

A Brain break is designed to restore by distracting the mind. A movement break is 
designed to restore by relieving tension in the body. A settling break incorporates both of 
those methods of restore, along with a relaxation step, and it often concludes with 
systematic problem solving. Leisure breaks and wait breaks sustains mood and prevent 
deterioration by offering relief and by providing distraction.

Leisure Break.

Leisure breaks can be scheduled into the day as a preventive measure, as a welcome 
relief, something to look forward to, an empty space without demands in the schedule of 
the day. 

Leisure breaks can sustain students who are getting tired or when frustration has been 
slowly building. They may include jobs, errands, a walk, or a sensory experience. 

Leisure breaks could also include some of the "brain break" activities, but completed at 
the desk, instead of a break area, and done in a more casual way (e.g., not necessarily 
in a closed-ended fashion). 

Typical leisure break desk activities include, coloring, looking at a book, puzzles. Break 
activities vary by interest but must be independent, quiet (so as not to disturb others), 
contained to a small area (e.g., the desk or a nearby table), and easy to put away when 
it is time.

While leisure activities are independent and contained, engaging with staff does not 
interfere with this type of break.

Leisure breaks should be short (e.g., less than 10 minutes) so the child does not have 
to step completely out of the flow of the day, and they should conform to an already 
established structured routine (there should be a posted routine for the expectations of 
engaging in a leisure break).

If the leisure activity is structured and specific, and repeated in a similar fashion each 
time, the student becomes conditioned, by using an established leisure routine, to 
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independently relax and restore whenever the break begins (instead of needing to work 
at it). 

For more information on the development of such a routine see, http://
kevinplummerphd.com/independent-down-time-leisure-skill-development/.

Wait Break.

The day is full of opportunities to wait. Some students finish work before others, so they 
have to wait for the others to finish before moving on to the next activity. Sometimes the 
anticipated activity is not ready to begin, so students have to wait patiently while it is set 
up, or until it is time to begin. Soimetimes the teacher is busy with a group of students 
and other students have to wait for the teacher to be free.

A wait break is not a restorative break. It is similar to a leisure break in that it is a break 
that sustains the student and prevents the need to restore. 

A wait break prevents the loss of patience.

A wait break prevents the buildup of anxiety and frustration.

A wait break is an independent break conducted at the student's desk with a proven-
effective waiting object or waiting activity that easily occupies the student.

A waiting object can be a favorite book, or crayons and paper, or a sensory object. It 
should be easily and independently accessible. 

There should be a posted routine about how to engage in a wait break, with a clear 
order and set of expectations.

1) Select your waiting object
2) Return to your desk or waiting area
3) Use your waiting object or activity quietly and independently
3) Use your waiting object only in your waiting area
5) Return your waiting object when the teacher announces the end of waiting
6) Return to your desk and get ready for the next activity

Brain Break.

Letting a negative experience fade is often a matter of eliminating exposure to further 
input from the difficult situation and getting distracted with another task that is 
associated with better memories. The distraction (i.e., the brain focus activity, such as a 
maze or finding hidden figures) brings the student into the present—with a compelling 
activity requiring great focus—and distances them from the provocative event.

Perspective is gained because the focus is on the detail of the present (the brain 
activity) rather than perseverating on an emotional memory, and the original problem 
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has been reduced to its most relevant and essential elements, rather than distorted by 
emotion into something else.

A problem is often made worse by perseverative negative thinking and negative self-
talk, and attempts to reason with the student only make matters worse. There is a need 
at this point to step aside and deal with the problem later, but most children cannot 
easily do that, and most adults are tempted to help the child through a problem-solving 
process when they see a rising stress level. 

It is difficult to deliberately stop the negative thinking, to shift the mind in another 
direction. There are activities, however, that help us do that. We all have them, activities 
that engage us, that distract us. And when we finish with these activities we return with 
a fresh perspective. 

Typical brain/reset activities could include, coloring (possibly coloring by number), 
finding hidden figures (e.g., I Spy), assembling a small to medium-sized puzzle, 
matching familiar figures, mazes. The interest level and the aptitude of the student will 
determine which activities are best. This process is described later under Break 
Proficiency and Good Fit. 

Brain breaks follow a very specific routine. They are always closed-ended (have a 
natural ending point), can be completed without help, are quiet and contained, and can 
be completed in five to ten minutes. 

A brain break can be repeated if more restore is needed, but beyond that, something 
different should be tried (either a different brain activity or adding a movement 
component, or change of scene).

Interaction with staff is minimal with brain breaks. The focus is on the activity, but staff 
involvement is not a violation of the brain break protocol.

For more information about brain breaks see, http://kevinplummerphd.com/reset-break/.

Movement Break.

Often a problem has long passed but the physiological effects remain and continue to 
cause a body agitated state, a state of restless or muscle tension and joint soreness, 
constricted breathing, increased heart rate, etc.

The "fight-flight" response lives on in the body long after the danger or the upset is over, 
and it can—with a natural feedback loop to the brain—signal the brain that there is still a 
problem, and this makes it difficult to achieve a calm state with just a brain activity.

Students who seem loud or impulsive, who show excess movement and can't settle at a 
table for a brain break, who complain of physical symptoms (e.g., that they're tired or 
sore) may benefit from a movement break.
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Once the movement break is complete, the student may be restored without ever 
needing the brain break, but if a brain break is needed, it will be more effective because 
the movement break was done first.

Movement breaks are closed-ended (the movements are done a finite and 
predetermined amount of times) and structured (the movements are done in a highly 
prescribed way, and often not the way the student normally uses the activity in play) and 
contained (so as not to become reckless, impulsive and over stimulating).

Typical movement breaks include, push-ups, jump rope, tossing a weighted ball, pulling 
on Thera band, pressing molds into stiff clay, pulling apart Thera putty, treadmill, etc.). 

Settling Break (Settling Routine).

Settling beaks are used when children need to regroup after becoming more highly 
agitated, or when they demonstrate an inability to restore tolerance and self-control 
when other restorative breaks have been unsuccessful. 

Frequently we employ the phrase with mood dysregulated students, “settle first, solve it 
later.”  

This is because the ability to think, reason, problem solve, process language, interact 
socially, and communicate effectively is significantly compromised in students when 
they are overwhelmed or flooded by affect.

Under these conditions people can process sensory input (e.g., they can hear that 
someone is talking) but new learning is limited. People can engage in a conversation 
but they can't seem to focus on what people are saying, remember what was just said, 
or connect what was just said with anything else they already know.

A settling routine is a structured procedure that follows a prescribed series of steps, 
which include:

initial mood assessment
relaxation or movement intervention
brain activity
mood reassessment
guided problem solving and planning for classroom re-entry.

A simple and shortened form of a settling routine can start with a movement break, 
continue with a brain break, include some breathing exercises, and then end with some 
guided problem solving and planning for a return to class.

Breathing exercises (conducted during the relaxation step) are very important when 
settling a stressed person. When done correctly, they stimulate the Vagus Nerve to 
engage the parasympathetic nervous system to calm the body.
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An additional relaxation step, if needed, could include progressive muscle tension and 
relaxation.

Settling routines are highly individualized and unique for each student (depending on to 
what works for each student). Students need extensive guidance to execute the routine 
correctly and to eventually learn how to use the routine effectively. 

For more information on Settling Routines see http://kevinplummerphd.com/settling-
routines/.

Break Proficiency

It takes a great deal of effort to become break proficient. The break activities themselves 
are not effective in achieving anything positive unless they are used in a highly 
prescribed way and unless students are taught the skills and routines involved in each 
type of break. 

Many of the activities that we consider helpful in breaks can cause problems of over-
stimulation, disorganization, and avoidance if used indiscriminately and without 
proficiency. 

Students are break proficient when the criteria listed below have been met. Each step 
below represents another level of break proficiency. There are levels of proficiency, but 
restorative breaks can be very effective once students have reached level 7.

1. Explore. Each student should explore break activities (movement and brain/reset 
activities) to determine "good fit". 

2. Establish Good fit. Good fit is determined by the following criteria:
a. the activity is closed-ended, has a natural end point
b. the activity is structured and routine-based
c. the activity engages the student
d. the activity doesn't cause frustration or dysregulation
e. the activity helps the student improve or feel better
f. the activity can be done efficiently, completed in a timely manner
g. the activity can be easily put aside when it is completed
h. the student can easily leave the break and return to sustained, productive  
    classwork.

When activities no longer meet the "good fit" criteria, students can be coached to make 
the activities a better fit and a visual display can show students how close (or far away) 
the activity is from the criteria. For more information on the Good Fit Program and for an 
example of the visual display, see Good Fit and Good Fit Visual at 
kevinplummerphd.com.

3. Organized Folder of Reliable Activities. Each student should have a file folder with a 
list of highly reliable, "good fit" activities or a set of icons/pictures showing the highly 
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reliable activities. These activities should be organized into categories of movement and 
brain activities.

4. Become Totally Familiar with the Routine. Each student should be completely familiar 
with the established break routine and a copy of this routine should be posted or kept in 
the student's folder.

a. enter the break area quietly and retrieve the personalized folder
b. choose a break activity and retrieve the materials
c. quietly complete the break activity in the designated area, follow the routine  
    for that activity as it is listed on the activity card
d. check out with staff for readiness to return to class
e. if necessary, complete a second break activity
f. put away materials and follow the routine for returning to class.

5. Break Practice. All students should practice breaks until they are familiar with the 
routine and can independently follow it. Students are still receiving guidance during the 
breaks to achieve efficiency.

6. Effective and Efficient. Students should continue to receive feedback, direction and 
support during breaks until they can independently use the break time to restore 
effectively and efficiently. 

Effective and efficient restore involves the following criteria:
a. follow the break routine without excessive reminding
b. use activities that restore effectively (they cause a positive change in mood,  
    the student feels restored)
c. complete activities efficiently, requiring only a short period of time (5 - 8 min)
d. able to return to class appropriately and become productive for a sustained  
    period

7. Take a Break When it's Required. Students can easily leave class and follow the 
break routine when a classroom staff member identifies the need and makes the 
suggestion

8. Request a Break. Students can identify when they need a break and politely ask 
permission to take one. They can also refrain from requesting unnecessary breaks.

9. Use Breaks to Plan. Students plan breaks for situations that they know might be 
frustrating or challenging and this plan soothes them. These breaks might be shown in a 
task schedule or they may be represented by the placement of a break card on the 
student's desk.

Student break proficiency through the nine levels should be recorded and their progress 
monitored. A student on one level of proficiency should be helped to achieve the next 
level of proficiency. 


